
Name:_______________________________________     Date:________________

Directions: Draw a line from each word on the left to its synonym on the right.

Directions: For each sentence, find an antonym for the underlined word in the Word 
Bank and write it on the blank line.

Word Bank

end    early    cold    stop    smile    down    open    full    bad    hard

1.  big happy

2.  glad large

3.  little small

4.  sick silent

5.  quiet ill

6.  leap save

7.  start jump

8.  mad begin

9.  same angry

10. keep alike

1. It is time to begin our lesson. __________
2. My food is very hot. __________
3. Would you please close the door. __________
4. Do not start running yet. __________
5. That is a good dog. __________
6. This test is easy. __________
7. My glass is empty. __________
8. Is that a frown on your face? __________
9. You have to go up the stairs. __________
10. I am late for the meeting. __________
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1. It is time to begin our lesson. end  
2. My food is very hot.  cold
3. Would you please close the door. open
4. Do not start running yet.  stop
5. That is a good dog.  bad
6. This test is easy.  hard
7. My glass is empty. full
8. Is that a frown on your face? smile
9. You have to go up the stairs. down
10. I am late for the meeting. early
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